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About This Game

As Raziel, stalk the shadows of Nosgoth preying upon your former vampire brethren in your quest to destroy your creator- Kain.
After being betrayed and executed by Kain, return to Nosgoth on an epic mission of revenge. A milestone in 3D adventure.

Key Features:

Feed on the souls of your enemies

Explore the vast 3D world of Nosgoth packed with 60 hours of gameplay

Shift real-time between the material and the spectral planes

Hunt 5 different tribes of murderous vampires with an arsenal of deadly hand-to-hand, projectile and environmental
weapons.

Over 100 cinematics with 45 minutes of voice over deliver a dark, gothic story
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Unplayable without controller support. Amazing game on it's original console but this is just a disgrace.. the gameplay may be
dated but the lore of this game is unique. Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver 1 is a classic 3D action brawler from the
Playstation\/Dreamcast era. (LoK:SR2 is garbage, but don't let that put you off the first one)

Firstly, watch the trailer. If you can't handle crappy 32-bit graphics then I get it. Skip this one. Wait for the HD Remaster that
has never been announced, but will probably eventually come.

But if you can get past the polygons then trust me the game is worth it. I beat this game on my old Playstation 1 and then again
on Dreamcast. The story is dumb but the game has this cool gothic horror style that really appealed to me as a teenager. I don't
know why.

The game opens with a decent looking cutscene. Basically you are a vampire, but oh damn you grew wings and daddy is jealous.
So your vampire brothers throw you into hell. For some reason. But it doesn't kill you. Just kinda maims you. You wake up half
dead in hell because Kain wants wings and not you. I guess.

Gameplay wise it's a fun time. Your wings are damaged but you can still glide around and you unlock new abilities with each
boss fight that let you find new areas to explore. It's not particularly easy, but you can't really lose the game. If your health gets
low you fall into some sort of soul dimension and can refill your life. If you die there you just get sent back to the start, which
can be annoying, but not too bad since you get new shortcuts with each new ability. (If I remember correctly). Plus transitioning
into this soul realm can alter the landscape so it affects your exploration as well.

The combat is simple but the addition of random weapons and torches add impalement and immolation to your repertoire and
the animations for killing the enemies are classic old school pixel blood and violence.

The one issue is it kind of ends on a story cliffhanger and the second game completely ruined the battle system and is unplayable
in my opinion, but really the story is too weird to matter anyway. Play it so you can burn the vampire empire to the ground for
revenge! And maybe because God wants you to. Not sure about that one.

If you like old school action hack n slash 3D, but bad graphics games then this one really stands out as a must play, but honestly
it's not for everyone.

At least not until it gets the Medievil treatment and they rerelease it with fully upgraded graphics. A goth can dream...
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